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The research    
 
A number of key constraints characterise present-day contract research in education 
in NZ.   Research is routinely contracted out to numerous different agencies, public 
and private, bought and sold as a commodity.   Purchasers, such as government 
ministries, control the process throughout.  They designate the choice of research 
topic, control the researcher and the research process, at times intervene in the 
analysis and interpretation of the data.    
 
The information on the topic is based on analysis of relevant texts such as legal contracts, and 
extensive discussions with recipients of research contracts.    
 
The institutions' contracts stipulate that they own the products of the research, and 
retain the right to monitor and direct the researchers' subsequent dissemination of 
the research.    
 
Such contracts are driven by so-called "free-market" notions of master-servant 
relationships that overwhelmingly serve the interests of the purchaser rather than 
the public or the public interest.   Largely lacking ethical oversight, they instead 
insist on making the research provider accountable.   There are two significant sets of 
ethical issues:   (1) the ethical nature of the contracts signed, and (2) the oversight of 
research ethics procedures.   The topic poses significant issues of equity, academic 
freedom and research funding.    
 
Contracts are tightly constraining legal documents in a procedure that creates social 
injustice for the research providers and the public.   A progressive alternative lies in 
a public interest model that prioritises the public good and academic safeguards.   
 
Why this topic is important   
 
The topic relates significantly to  

(1) the integrity of research in tertiary institutions  
(2) damage to fundamental concepts of scholarly endeavour such as academic 
freedom  
 (3) the embedding of free-market forces in academic life.    
(4) alternative progressive models of inquiry in tertiaries   

 
Contracted research poses serious questions about the drivers, selection and focus of 
research topics; funding of projects; the ownership of such research; the control and 
conduct of research projects;  the ethics of research.    
 



Commodifying research constructs a legal contract between a purchaser and a 
provider.   As outlined in the previous section, it affects the academic lives of staff, 
from project formulation to outputs, providing a paradox of opportunity and 
constraint.   While staff are constantly keen to get contracts and a research life, they 
are sharply limited by the terms of the contracts.    
 
There are consequently clear restrictions on the availability of research data and 
findings, the accessibility and dissemination of project information.    
 
Notions of commodifying and contracting out stem from neoliberal practice, now 
widespread in NZ tertiaries.   If this analysis is accepted as the status quo and of 
question able value, there is an onus to propose an alternative model, which might 
be framed as research practice in the public interest, to promote equity and social 
justice.    
 
 

How the session will be run    
 
1 Presentation of key points (10 minutes)  
 
2 Discussion and analysis of factors in the presentation   
 
3 Contributions on the topic from audience    
 
4 Analysis of selected sub-topics, as noted in the section above, Why this topic is 

important    
 
5 Development of strategy within tertiaries to change the current system    
 
 


